
    
 
 

IGIENAIR joins the France Pavilion as a Thematic Sponsor during 
the fortnight dedicated to Cities  

 
 
25 May 2021 – The France Pavilion at the Dubai World Expo is delighted to bring IGIENAIR on 
board as a Thematic Sponsor. At the Dubai World Expo, IGIENAIR will be demonstrating its 
expertise and services in the field of air quality for building interiors. 

 

 
 

From left to right: Joseph Moussallem (General Manager at IGIENAIR Middle-East), Yasmine Skanji (CEO of 
IGIENAIR Group affiliate ZAACK), Erik LINQUIER (Commissioner General for France at Dubai World Expo and 

Chairman of Cofrex) 

 
The Dubai World Expo will be the biggest global gathering of 2021, and the role of the France Pavilion at 
the event is to promote French businesses, talent, ideas and assets to the world. France is setting 
out to position itself as an international driving force for the implementation of the Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs) established by the UN, and for rebuilding a world after the pandemic. 
 
As such, the Pavilion will shine a spotlight on initiatives and innovations with the power to address the 
challenges of economic, social, ecological and cultural transformation in our society. From 
October 29th to November 11th 2021, the France Pavilion will dedicate its events programming to 



  

 
 

the theme of Cities, and the ways in which we can create sustainable cities and regions for the future 
through the promotion of resilient infrastructures.  
 
 

“The Dubai World Expo will be an opportunity to reflect on the idea 
of sustainable cities, and the France Pavilion will be fully engaged 
on this topic, given that France lays claim to a number of assets, 

ideas and innovations in this field. 
We are home to an extremely dynamic economic sector, and 
IGIENAIR’s smart sensors fully embody the type of French 

solutions that have the power to address the issues faced in 
modern urban development.” 

 
Erik Linquier 

Commissioner General for France at Dubai World Expo, and 
Chairman of Cofrex 

 

 

 
 

IGIENAIR: expertise and services in the field of air quality for building interiors  
 
As an expert international group in the field of indoor air quality, IGIENAIR enables its clients to create 
healthier interior environments. In 2017, IGIENAIR invested in its Research & Innovation affiliate ZAACK, 
whose smart sensors have the ability to constantly monitor air quality. Predictive maintenance is essential 
for building management, and air quality is one of the key aspects to be taken into consideration in terms 
of occupant health. 
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At the France Pavilion in Dubai, IGIENAIR will be presenting ZAACK’s smart solutions for continuous 
monitoring of indoor air quality. ZAACK’s sensors are designed to function as part of the predictive 
maintenance approach to building air quality. 

 
 

“It is with great pride and enthusiasm that IGIENAIR will be 
presenting its expertise and savoir-faire during the Focus Fortnight 

on ‘Cities’ at the France Pavilion. 
The exceptional level of visibility offered by the Dubai World Expo 

will allow us to showcase the IGIENAIR teams who work every day 
to develop tools that are essential to our collective health. 

 
Evrard de Ponnat 

President of IGIENAIR 
 

 

 

The Dubai World Expo: the global gathering of 2021 
 
As the first world expo to be held in the MEASA region (Middle East, Africa, and South Asia), the 
Dubai World Expo is centred around the theme of “Connecting Minds, Creating the Future.” Expo 2020 
Dubai brings together more than 200 participants representing various entities — countries, 
organisations, companies, and academic establishments — and is expected to receive some 25 million 
visitors.  
World Expos of this sort have always ranked among the most eagerly anticipated international events, 
alongside the Olympic Games and the World Cup. They carry on a proud and longstanding history, 
beginning with the first ever Great Exhibition held in London in 1851.  
The ambitions set by these expos have evolved over the decades, and today lean towards international 
cooperation and the search for solutions to the challenges humanity faces. For six months, every 
country in the world will come together in order to discuss, put forward and implement specific solutions 



  

 
 

for the benefit of mankind. In light of the ongoing health crisis this theme is no longer a symbolic proposal, 
but rather an urgent and critical need.  
 

 
For more information: www.francedubai2020.com & www.zaack.io and www.igienair.com 
Press Contacts: 
Pavillon France – Havas Paris – francedubai2020@havas.com  
IGIENAIR – communication@igienair.com  
 
 
About COFREX 

Founded in January 2018, COFREX (French Exhibition Company) is a publicly owned simplified joint-stock company. Its creation 
was a turning point for French involvement at international events for the general public, as it was the first time that an expert body 
had been put together in this area. Its aim is to prepare, organise and oversee France’s participation in universal and international 
Exhibitions.  
COFREX’s creation is part of a sustainable, long-term project to use the experience of previous Expos in order to perfectly and 
cost-effectively organise France’s involvement at World Expos and other international exhibitions. Its role falls under the rationale 
of partnership between public and private operators working to boost France’s image and international appeal. 
For more information: www.cofrex.fr 
 
About IGIENAIR 

Founded in 2003, IGIENAIR is a family-owned French business group. Experts in the field of Indoor Air Quality, IGIENAIR offers a 
wide range of products and services pertaining to the monitoring and treatment of indoor air, in order to respond to key public health 
challenges (air quality checks, regulatory monitoring of ventilation networks, action plans to bring buildings in line with new IAQ 
regulations, network maintenance, disinfection of premises, etc.)  
The issue of maintaining air quality is an international one, which is why IGIENAIR has developed a global strategy for the conquest 
of new markets around the world. IGIENAIR now operates 30 offices in France and 14 abroad (in Germany, Belgium, Luxembourg, 
Switzerland, the Netherlands and the Middle East).  
In 2017 the group invested in innovation and smart objects by founding ZAACK, its R&D subsidiary with the goal of creating smart 
sensors to provide continuous monitoring of indoor air quality. 
For more information: www.zaack.io and www.igienair.com 
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